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Amendment + Clauses Study Guide

Amendments

1 (1791)

Actual text: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”

Religion
	 Establishment clause  <

 Free exercise clause   < These freedoms often conflict
 Main interpretation is that a national religion is prohibited
 Thomas Jefferson argued it created a “wall of separation” between church and state—in other words, not only does it forbid favoritism but it forbids support of religion any form.
 Contrasting interpretations are the source of conflict/controversy - especially with religion in education 
Important decision by Supreme Court in Lemon v. Kurtzman [1971]:
    		Aid to parochial schools must
    		  1. Have a secular legislative purpose
   		  2. Have a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion.
  		  3. Not foster an excessive government “entanglement” with religion. 
	Another important decision was the 1984 Equal Access Act which basically said that it is “unlawful for any public secondary school which receives Federal financial assistance and which has a limited open forum to deny equal access or a fair opportunity to, or discriminate against, any students who wish to conduct a meeting within that limited open forum on the basis of the religious, political, philosophical, or other content of the speech at such meetings.” tl;dr - religious clubs can still meet on public school campus. Exceptions can be made if the club/group disrupts the orderly conduct of educational activities.”

Court Cases
	Lemon v. Kurtzman [1971] - aid to parochial schools
	Agostini v. Felton 
Zelman v. Simmons-Harris [2002] - Ohio program “Pilot Project Scholarship Program” gave public money to students for use at private, religious schools, deemed constitutional.

	Engel v. Vitale [1962] - no prayer in school (even non-denominational/optional)
	Everson v. Board of Education [1946] - public funding to transport students to religious schools is constitutional 

	Free speech

Biggest conflict between the press and the government has been the battle between the need for public order v. free press
Only when danger exists can government restrict the right to free speech
Difficult to decipher between dangerous speech v. inconvenient/offensive speech
Late 40s/early 50s red scare, free speech advocates are unable to stop persecution of communists - this is an instance where nation national security was given a greater importance than 1st amendment rights
60s/Vietnam - political climate changes, lenient interpretation of free speech (i.e. war protests, civil rights protests, etc.). In several landmark Supreme Court cases, it is decided that it is constitutional to advocate violent overthrow of the government abstractly, as long as no lawless action is specifically invited (thus overruling the Smith Act of 1940 which outlawed such behavior)
Free speech is mostly guaranteed on PUBLIC PROPERTY
Prior restraint (restricting speech before it takes place) is also unconstitutional, although permitted in extreme cases
“Fighting words” - speech that may spur violent action by another person is not protected under the first amendment
Libel, defamation and slander are also not protected 
The Brandenburg test (from Brandenburg v. Ohio [1969]): speech can be restricted when...
(1) the advocacy is “directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action,” and (2) the advocacy is also “likely to incite or produce such action.”
Court Cases:
	Schenck v. United States [1919] - presenting danger = no freedom of speech
	Gitlow v. New York [1925] - free speech applies to state law under the 14th amendment
	Brandenburg v. Ohio [1969] - Brandenburg test
	Yates v. United States [1957] - advocating violent overthrow of govt. permissible without inciting lawless action 


Free Press 
	Freedom of Information Act [1966] - gives citizens the right to access information about the government via request to the extent that the information is protected by one of nine exemptions or by one of three special law enforcement record exclusions. (the exemptions are very long and complicated, I won’t list them)

Privacy Act - In general, the Privacy Act prohibits unauthorized disclosures of the records it protects. It also gives individuals the right to review records about themselves, to find out if these records have been disclosed, and to request corrections or amendments of these records, unless the records are legally exempt. 
Court Cases:
	Near v. Minnesota [1931] - ruled that prior restraint on publications is a violation of free speech and free press. In so doing, the supreme court struck down a state law that allowed the police to confiscate publications that were malicious, scandalous, or obscene. The case involved an anti-Semitic pamphlet.
	New York Times v. Sullivan [1964] - Supreme Court rules that public officials cannot sue news organizations for inaccuracies made by mistake. Made it much more difficult for public officials to sue the press for libel, because they must prove that not only was the information wrong, but that the news organization published it with malicious intent or reckless disregard for the truth.


2 (1791) 

This amendment provides that citizens of the United States are guaranteed the right to bear arms. It also provides for a well regulated militia to protect the common good of the people.  Several court cases have come about questioning if this should still be in practice today. Several times in history, individual cities and states have tried to create their own laws to prohibit citizens from owning their own guns. One example was McDonald v. Chicago, where the Supreme Court invalidated Chicago’s ban on handguns. Other court cases have limited the circumstances where one can have a gun, which proved to be far more successful. In United States v. Lopez in 1995, the person in question carried a handgun into school, which was clearly not in the public’s best interest. It established that schools should be gun-free zones, which limits the reach of the 2nd amendment. Another court case, District of Columbia Et. al. v. Heller, established the basics of the 2nd amendment. The Supreme Court ruled that the 2nd amendment protects the rights of citizens, including those who are not serving in a militia, to own their own firearms for their protection and lawful purposes, including that of their household. Today, there is still debate over whether citizens should be allowed to own guns privately. There are also regulations regarding how privately owned guns must be stored so that the safety of all citizens, most importantly children, is ensured.

4 (1791)

This amendment protects people’s right to feel protected from unreasonable search and seizure. The police may not arrest an individual based on suspicions that he or she might be guilty of committing a crime. Warrants shall not be issued unless on probable cause with the support and signed affirmation of a judge. Given a warrant is issued, it must describe the place subject to be searched and the person or things at risk of seizure. The creation of this amendment reflects the early American desire to protect privacy back when Britain used writs of assistance (general search warrants) to seek out smuggled goods. It is the foundation for the Exclusionary Rule, which protects people in the case of illegally obtained evidence. 

5 (1791) 

This amendment established rights of an accused person. 

Four major components: 

1. No one can be held to answer for a capital, infamous crime unless on the presentment of Grand Jury, meaning enough evidence exists to justify a trial. 
2. No one can be tried for the same offense twice. If found innocent once, the second trial proves invalid and prevents potential for harassment. 
3. No one can be compelled in any criminal case to be witness against his or herself. If questioned by police, trial, or congressional hearing, one can refuse to answer. Guilt is established through individual evidence only. 
4. One cannot be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law (must follow proper pre-established procedures). With this rule, no private property can be taken for public use without just compensation (eminent domain). The government must pay a fair price and use the property in a way that benefits the public. 

Gideon v. Wainwright
    Gideon was charged with breaking and entering but could not afford to hire a lawyer. He requested the court to appoint an attorney for him but the court denied him. SC later ruled it violated his fundamental right as an accused person to request a counsel. 


Miranda v. Arizona    
    Miranda was convicted and found guilty with evidence from a forced confession. SC overturned the conviction. The Miranda Warning: “You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will be used against in a court of law.” 

6 (1791)

This amendment states that the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial. A speedy trial ensured that the court could not intentionally withhold suspects and accused persons would not suffer the anxiety/fading memories/death of witnesses from delayed waiting periods. A public trial ensures that justice be carried out in full view of the people. Government cannot silence critics by keeping them on trial. The accused should be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation. He or she can confront witnesses against him in a hearing as well as prepare witnesses in his favor and a lawyer to respond to witness testimony.  Change of venue (moving trial locations to another community) can be requested to prevent an impartial trial in light of unfavorable publicity. 

Barker v. Wingo (example of commonly seen “violations” argued by petitioners)
     Barker argued the court to overturn his conviction by violation of his rights to a speedy trial when his trial included 16 continuances over 5 years. Motion was denied and life sentence was issued for murder.

8 (1791)

Actual Text: “Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” 

	Supreme Court has ruled (in Louisiana, ex Francis v. Resweber, that via the Due Process Clause) that the Cruel and Unusual Punishment clause applies to the states.

Test, as proposed by Justice Brennan in Furman v. Georgia [1972]:
	The "essential predicate" is "that a punishment must not by its severity be degrading to     human dignity," especially torture.
"A severe punishment that is obviously inflicted in wholly arbitrary fashion."
"A severe punishment that is clearly and totally rejected throughout society."
"A severe punishment that is patently unnecessary."
	Court Cases: 
	Atkins v. Virginia [2002] - can’t execute mentally retarded individuals 
	Gregg v. Georgia [1976] - reaffirm the constitutionality of the death penalty

10 (1791) 

This amendment states that any powers not delegated/prohibited to/by the federal government by the Constitution are reserved to the states or people, respectively. Unlike other amendments, the tenth did not add anything to the ratified constitution. Its intent was to reaffirm the relationship between national and state governments. It confirms the rights of the people and states not assumed by the national government. Framers did not want the federal government to gain overwhelming power and feared a government located far away that was capable of dictating the everyday lives of people.

12 (1804)

This amendment allows people to vote separately for the president and vice president, as in modern-day policy. Before it was passed in 1804, the vice president was simply the second-place candidate. In the 1796 election, Jefferson, the VP, was a different party than Adams, the president. This was especially problematic in the election of 1800, in which Jefferson and Burr tied with electoral votes so the House chose Jefferson for president and Burr for VP, despite some states wanting the opposite.

Reconstruction Amendments

13 (1865)

This amendment abolished "slavery and involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime." Congress passed it in the waning days of the Civil War, and after the Confederate states were defeated, they ratified it, as Lincoln required it to rejoin the Union.
	Dread Scott v. Sandford (1857) - Said slaves were property and thus not capable of rights; the thirteenth overruled this
	Heart of Atlanta Motel v. US (1964) - Congress can use Commerce Clause to enforce Civil Rights Act; owner pleaded the thirteenth, saying he was (ironically) being subjected to “involuntary servitude” by renting rooms to blacks—court ruled against him, saying thirteenth applied to removing slavery issues


14 (1868)

What an important amendment this is! It basically guarantees anyone citizenship rights, and cannot be "deprived of life, liberty, or property, with due process of law; nor denied within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." Countlessly “due process”—following the established process of law—of law has been a federal initiative for supremacy, and “equal protection of laws” is the only place where equality is mentioned in the Constitution. This is a hallmark for all civil rights activists.

A brief history
	Historically, after Lincoln died, Johnson required Confederate states to ratify it to escape military oversight. The amendment’s original intent was to guarantee the rights of the new freedmen, but it has presently evolved into expanding all citizenship rights and plays an important part in federal supremacy.
	Barron v. Baltimore (1883) said that states and the federal government hold the Bill of Rights to different standards. This is called dual federalism.

The 14th overturned this; now states and the federal government cooperate. This is called cooperative federalism.
Court Cases
	Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) - SC agrees that segregation is Constitutional; “separate but equal”
	Brown v. Board of Education (1945) & II, (1955) - Overruled Plessy v. Fergusson; blacks are offered “equal protection of law”
	Gitlow v. New York (1925) - set precedent that Bill of Rights applies to all levels of government under “due process of law”
	Korematsu v. United States (1944) - Placing Japanese in internment camps during WWII was Constitutional because it placed the welfare of the majority over a minority (but with close examination to government actions); stricter 14th interpretation
	Mapp v. Ohio (1961) - Mapp was searched and seized, and SC said states’ evidence unconstitutionally obtained was excluded. Under “due process” of 14th, this applies to every state.
	Baker v. Carr (1962) - Tennessee hadn’t gotten redistricted in a while, and citizens felt like they were being deprived of equal treatment with less Congressmen. SC ruled that  federal government has right to control legislative apportionment under 14th’s “equal protection.”
	UC Regents v. Bakke (1978) - Bakke, a qualified white kid, was denied med school entrance because Affirmative Action favored minorities. SC ruled that AA violated the 14th’s “equal protection” and was unconstitutional.
	Gratz v. Bollinger & Grutter v. Bollinger (2003) - Overruled Bakke saying AA was indeed constitutional. UMichigan was assigning a point system for admission, with 20 (out of 100 for guaranteed acceptance) being if you were a minority. The school’s attempt at bringing racial diversity was constitutional, but its point system was not, as it was not “equal protection” and fair evaluation for all citizens under the 14th.
	Lawrence v. Texas (2003) - States can’t prevent consensual homosexual activity under the 14th’s “liberty” and “equal protection.” Federal ruling overturned 13 already existing state laws.

Abortions
	Roe v. Wade (1973) - A woman’s right to abortion is protected under the 14th, and she has complete control over it during the first trimester. Overruled laws 46 states.
	Webster v. Reproductive Health Services (1989) - Missouri placed restrictions on abortions, saying state funding should not be used. Also passed a law stating that life begins at conception. SC said law was constitutional—could not actually use preamble to justify banning abortions. Allowed states to legislate previously untouchable areas in Roe v. Wade.
	Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992) - SC upheld 4 out of 5 sections of a Pennsylvanian law that placed restrictions on abortions, wanting to also protect interests of the fetus. Still upheld legality of abortions under the mother’s protection.

More due processes/expanding federal power
	Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) - Personal privacy is guaranteed by the Constitution. Overruled Connecticut law stating the contrary, federal supremacy thanks to due process.
	Wisconsin v. Yoder (1972) - Amish parents took kids out of school in 8th grade, claiming Freedom of Religion, despite Wisconsin state law saying the minimum age was 16. SC court sided with parents; Freedom of Religion applied to states under due process.
	Furman v. Georgia (1972) & Gregg v. Georgia (1976) - Death penalty does not automatically violate the fourteenth. Furman was unconstitutional because it was poorly written; Gregg was upheld.
	Miller v. California (1973) - Established a three step test for what constitutes “obscene,” and says that states can control commerce of “obscene” material under the fourteenth.


15 (1870)

This amendment guaranteed the black freedman the right to vote. It states state "right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude." Although Johnson was personally against this amendment, the Radical Republicans in Congressional power pushed for it. Unfortunately, because of the imposition of poll taxes, the grandfather clause, etc, it took nearly another century for southern blacks to truly vote.

16 (1913)

Actual text: “The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several states, and without regard to any census or enumeration.”
	Congress has the power to lay and collect taxes, etc. to pay debts and to provide for the common defense and general welfare.

Establishes a federal income tax (state income taxes not required, ex Nevada)
Court Cases:
	Pollock v. Farmer’s Loan and Trust Co. [1894], income tax is ruled unconstitutional, later negated by 16th amendment


17 (1913)

This amendment states that the two senators from each state shall be elected by the citizens of that particular state. They are elected for six years, and when there are vacancies in senate, the state holds an election to to fill the spot. The executive may fill the vacancy temporarily until the election is held. In the Reynolds v. Sims decision of 1964, the one person-one vote rule was established, which ruled that the voting districts in the states must be of equal population, as to ensure that each person voting had an equal say in the election.  Today, certain political activists believe that this amendment should be repealed, giving more power to the state governments, so that their interests are protected in the federal government.

18 (1913)
This amendment authorized the Prohibition, which outlawed the manufacture, sale, or transportation of liquors in the United States. It included that an amendment may be made later to repeal. Instead of being ratified by state legislatures, it was ratified by special state conventions. After being ratified, several states argued whether it had been done so in a legal manner. This included Ohio, which can be seen in the court case Hawke v. Smith. The Supreme Court ruled that the amendment had been ratified according to the Constitution, though this was not a popular decision. Even though the amendment was in effect, alcohol was not hard to come across. Due to the ineffectiveness of the law, very few actually took it seriously. The 21st amendment later repealed the 18th amendment in 1933.

19 (1920)

This amendment declared that the right of citizens to vote shall not be denied on account of sex, which gave women the right to vote. For many years, women had been expressing the belief that they should have the same say in government as men, and this was brought to a head at the Seneca Falls Convention. The Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and Resolutions was drafted in 1848, with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony as two of the major activists, also called suffragettes. This was the first written version of what would later be transformed into the 19th amendment. Protests and rallies were held on the national scale, but it took many years for the amendment to be ratified. The 19th amendment was not passed until 19 years later.  Just because women were given the right to vote didn’t mean that they had won equal status. In the Supreme Court case Leser v. Garnett in 1922, women’s suffrage was questioned on the state level, but defended due to the supremacy clause. Even today, gender-based discrimination and unequal treatment can be seen in a variety of places, including universities, the workplace, and government offices.

20 (1933)

This amendment sets standards for government function and structure. It sets the new date for the beginning of Congress’s term and the inauguration of the president and vice president. The original constitution allowed retired or defeated elected officials to remain office for several months following an election. For outgoing presidents, this period of time was from November until March. 

This amendment addressed and solved the lame duck problem (uninfluential, inactive, unaccomplished officials) by ending their term on January 3rd and setting the new presidency for January 20th following November elections. 

22 (1951)

This amendment states that no president can be elected more than twice. To this day, only 12 presidents have been in office for two or more terms: Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Jackson, Grant, Cleveland, Wilson, Franklin, Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Reagan, and Clinton. 

25 (1967)

This amendment outlines the process for presidential succession, disability, and vice president vacancy.
It states:
	If the President dies, the Vice President is President.

If the office of Vice President is vacant, then the President appoints a new one, with Congressional majority confirmation.
If the President is unable to act in office, and declares in written form to the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House, the Vice President will become President.

6 years later in 1973 did this amendment see heavy usage. After the old Vice President resigned, Nixon appointed Ford as his Vice President. And after Nixon resigned because of Watergate, Ford became President. This makes Ford the only President to not have gotten elected in some way.

Both Reagan and Bush temporarily suspended their duties to their Vice Presidents (Bush and Cheney, respectively) while undergoing colonoscopies. 

26 (1971)

Actual Text: 
“Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of age.
Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.”
	Fairly simple, prevents the government from setting a voting age limit higher than eighteen.

Passed primarily in response to student activism against the Vietnam War (they didn’t want citizens without the right to vote dying in the war), and to overrule Supreme Court’s decision in Oregon v. Mitchell (states can set age limits for their elections)
Fun fact: amendment was passed faster than any other Constitutional amendment previously 
Started as a grassroots movement
 Court Cases:
	Oregon v. Mitchell, prior to passing the amendment, overturned later


Clauses

Elastic Clause

The colloquially known “elastic clause” is in Article I, section 8 of the Constitution. It grants Congress the power to make all laws “necessary and proper” as an expressed power.
Perhaps the most controversial clause (what exactly is necessary and proper?), it has given Congress a lot of opportunity to expand its implied powers.
This also gives the judiciary the most power to exercise judicial activism.
Examples
	Even though he favored a smaller federal government, Thomas Jefferson justified the Louisiana Purchase under the elastic clause.
Everyone loves the bank. Despite Washington’s protests, Hamilton created the First Bank of the US—it was “necessary and proper.” Later on Andrew Jackson abolished it and rectified the Second Bank of the US in its place again, “necessary and proper.” Thus the clause extends over branches, just as how the president can influence congressional action.
	Court cases
	McCulloch v. Maryland - The state of Maryland imposed a special tax on any bank not directly chartered by the state (ie., the Bank of Baltimore, which they wanted to close.) Their logic was that Congress couldn’t create national banks. McCulloch, a banker, refused to pay the tax. The decision was in unanimous favor of McCulloch. Congress making a bank was “necessary and proper.” Taxing it went against federal powers. This established federal supremacy over states.
Other controversial cases include Korematsu v. United States (Executive Order 9066, which placed Japanese in internment camps during WWII, was “necessary and proper”), although it’s now informally overturned. And more recently, Obamacare was deemed “necessary and proper”.
	U. S. vs Gettysburg Elec. Ry. Co. (1896) - After much preservationist debate, it was deemed necessary to build trolleys in Gettysburg Battlefield (they stopped running in 1916, though.)
	U. S. v Comstock (2010) - It was necessary to detain potentially dangerous sexual offenders, even if they already served their sentences.

Basically, elastic clause = necessary and proper = courts get legislative influence.

Supremacy Clause
Establishes the U.S. Constitution, Federal Statutes, and U.S. Treaties as "the supreme law of the land” when the national government is acting within its constitutional limits.
Relationship to 10th amendment - it’s important to distinguish the powers designated to the states/federal government because the supremacy clause makes the federal government override the state
Makes enumerated v. implied (necessary and proper clause) powers very important
Court Cases:
	McCulloch v. Maryland [1819] - established the supremacy of the national government over state. Chief Justice John Marshall/colleagues held that Congress had implied powers in addition to enumerated powers.
	Gibbons v. Ogden [1824] - regulate interstate commerce


Commerce Clause
The Commerce Clause gives Congress the power to regulate interstate and international commerce. It was written in a way that allowed it to be interpreted very broadly, thereby giving it many implications. This has been very useful to Congress over time, due to its ability to be applied to the changing world. During the 19th century, it was being used to regulate rather than promote commerce. The Great Depression brought its own set of challenges which included new demands in social welfare and regulatory legislation. It was even applied to the Civil Rights Movement in its prohibiting racial discrimination in the workplace. Today, it can be applied to radio signals, electricity, telephone messages, internet, insurance, etc. 

Related Supreme Court Cases

	Gibbins v. Ogden 1824 - gave Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce and ensured that states could not pass laws that interfered with the laws stated in the Constitution
	Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seeling, Inc. 1935 - Supreme Court ruled that state regulation imposing price fixing to benefit the local community was unconstitutional
	NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. 1937 - allowed Congress to pass the National Labor Relations Act, which regulates manufacturing activities that burden interstate commerce
	Wickard v. Filburn 1942 - Supreme Court held that Congress has the power to regulate local intrastate activities, such as the production of wheat, if they have a large impact on interstate commerce
	United States v. Lopez 1995 - Supreme Court ruled that the Gun-Free School Zone Act of 1990 was unconstitutional for exceeding the power of Congress under the Commerce Clause


Advise & Consent
	Established in Article II

The president possesses the authority to take action and make decisions given the advice and consent of the Senate. 
Treaties need a two thirds vote from the Senate. 
The president can nominate Ambassadors, public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the Supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United States but must obtain senate consent to officially appoint and confirm positions. 
Congress may choose to require senate confirmation for any office positions established by law. 
Though uncommon, the clause draws the most public attention if the senate denies a president’s nomination. 
Checks and balances: limits power of the executive branch

Full faith & credit
Basic idea: various states must recognize legislative acts, public records, and judicial decisions of the other states within the United State
Drafted to help unify the country while preserving the autonomy of the states
Important - It also prevents parties from moving to another state to escape enforcement of a judgment or to relitigate a controversy already decided elsewhere
Big controversy with social issues that are not addressed on the federal level (e.g. same-sex marriage, definition of marriage, punishments for crime, legal status of drugs)
Court Cases:
	Pacific Employers Insurance v. Industrial Accident [1939] - basically said there are exceptions



Establishment Clause - contained in 1st amendment 
The Establishment Clause says that Congress can make no law with respect to the establishment of a religion. It mandates the accommodation of all religions and forbids hostility toward any. It makes perfect sense as to why the founders included this statement in the first of the amendments. Their ancestors left Great Britain in search of religious freedom, so this was something of vital importance to be included in the constitution of their new country. Prior to the Constitution, some of the colonies had official churches, but this abolished them. One of the most prevalent questions with regards to this clause is all that is included in it. What situations does it apply to? This question is still being answered today, as seen through local and Supreme Court cases. Religion is becoming a more prominent part of political life, creation science and evolution are constantly being questioned in schools, and displays of religious symbols are constant sources of conflict. The separation of church and state and the tension between the two is present in everyday life.
   
Related Supreme Court Cases
	Everson v. Board of Education 1947 - reimbursements for students attending Catholic School for using public transportation system is not in violation of the establishment clause
	Burstyn v. Wilson 1952 - government may not censor motion pictures so that they are inoffensive to religious groups
	Engel v. Vitale 1962 - any prayer composed by public school districts is unconstitutional government sponsorship of religion
	Abington School District v. Schempp 1963 - requiring children to participate in Bible reading and prayer is unconstitutional
	Epperson v. Arkansas 1968 - ban on teaching evolution is unconstitutional
	Stone v. Graham 1980 - posting of the Ten Commandments in schools is unconstitutional
	Edwards v. Aguillard 1987 - unconstitutional to require schools to teach “creation science” wherever evolution is taught
	Allegheny County v. ACLU 1989 - display of a nativity scene in a government building is unconstitutional



